All collectors are interested or become interested in history: as the old adage puts it, 'Geography is about maps, but history is about chaps'.
Whatever you collect, whether stamps, coins, paintings, porcelain or pottery, or books, you have to immerse yourself in the history of the subject, its development and relationship to contemporary society and to the people who were important in the development of that subject. Otherwise, there is little to be gained from collecting apart from the possession of objects. However, collectors are strange creatures; some are driven by the purest of motives -the pursuit of knowledge or beauty, whereas for others the motivation can amount to acquisitiveness that may become obsessional. PG Wodehouse wrote of the two tycoons whose rivalry in collecting golf memorabilia was so consuming that they would go to any lengths, legal or otherwise, to possess one of Harry Vardon's trouser buttons! There may even be some who (perish the thought) collect solely as an 'investment portfolio'! Why collect at all? Not an easy question to answer. There is something of the magpie in most of us but we like to think our motives are altruistic. As for bookcollecting, there are so many different pleasures involved. There is a sensual pleasure in handling an old, a rare or a beautifully constructed or illustrated bookits appearance, its feel, its smell. But most people collect books for their content, the text predominantly but often the illustrations or even the work of a particular illustrator. For medical book-collectors this means medical history and one of the commonest reasons for reading or collecting medical history is to prepare oneself for writing medical history. This applies to those who search for original descriptions of disease, the history of a particular disease, the evolution of a particular branch of medicine or the life and work of a notable (or perhaps insufficiently known) physician or surgeon.
Why read (or collect) medical biography? You may feel you should know something of the life and work of those who made important contributions in your field. If you are a microbiologist you will naturally want to know about Pasteur and Fleming; a neurologist must be aware of Willis and Charcot, of Jackson and Gowers. But is it only the subject or might it be the biographer that attracts? Many a humdrum life has been enlivened by the skill of the biographer. And what about autobiography? Many autobiographies are of little interest unless the author has himself been the subject of a biography or is himself a published biographer. A notable example was Sir Geoffrey Keynes, pioneer of blood transfusion in war, thymectomy for myasthenia gravis and lumpectomy for breast carcinoma. He was also the greatest authority on the life and works of William Blake. He wrote more than 30 literary biographies or bibliographies and in 1981 at the age of 93 published his autobiography The Gates of Memory. 1 The first edition was sold out a month before publication. What a combination, the life of an eminent surgeon told by a literary giant. A marvellous read, and the first edition is a collector's item.
All book collectors need reference books to help them in the search for treasure and to aid in identifying editions, bindings, etc., as well as details of further publications by the author or other biographies of the subject. Useful reference books include A Select Bibliography of Medical Biography 2 (indispensable), Dictionary of Medical Eponyms 3 (a 591-page paperback), Notable Names in Medicine and Surgery 4 and The Man behind the Syndrome. 5 More specialist works include Haymaker and Schiller's Founders of Neurology. 6 Medical and surgical biographical 'series' from which to choose (or to collect the whole series) include the Masters of Medicine series 7 published in the 1890s. These were all published in the same format of green cloth with the typical gilt device and lettering on the front cover. Where should the collector pursue his hobby and look for books? Second-hand bookshops, specialist dealers, book auctions, book fairs, charity shops and now the Internet. The latter is a convenient but often expensive way of acquiring books but haggling over the price, which is always possible in shops or at book fairs, is difficult when buying from a website. Moreover, the description of a book's condition is not always accurate although there is the advantage of being able to search quickly for scarce books and also of being able to compare the quality and price of books offered by different dealers. Good hunting!
